If O is any set of pairs of positive integers, the basic set generated by O is the intersection of all basic sets which contain <&. If 38 is generated by $, we write A pair (p, q) is called a primitive pair if both p and q are primes.
A basic set 39 is cohesive if, for each positive integer k, there is an integer a = a{k)>\ such that (k, a) eSS. Jl and i<? are cohesive, as is the basic set (P*> <z)] generated by the primitive pairs \J (p*, q), where p* is any fixed prime and qeP P is the set of all primes. 3% is minimally cohesive provided (1) 3H is cohesive, (2) ifSS'czSS b u t^' # 38 then 38' is not cohesive. The function-theoretic and combinatorial properties of arbitrary basic sets were discussed in (1) and (2), and those of cohesive basic sets in (3). We confine ourselves in this note to a further investigation of the combinatorial properties of cohesive basic sets. In particular, we give a complete determination of the collection of all minimal cohesive basic sets and show that there are no minimal cohesive basic sets contained in Jt.
Our principal result is the following Theorem. A basic set 38 is minimally cohesive if and only if 38 = 33\_p*~\ for some prime p*.
Proof of the Theorem
We will use several lemmas leading to our main result. For a basic set 38 and a positive integer k, let C m (k) denote the set of prime companions of k in 38; that is,
C m (k) = {p\peP,(p, k)e38}. Note that $8 is cohesive if and only if C m (k) is never empty for any k.
We are now ready for the proof of the main theorem. Suppose/?* is a fixed (but arbitrary) prime and \et38 = 38[p*~\. 38 is clearly cohesive since (k, p*) e 3ft for every positive integer k. Moreover, 38{p*, q) is not cohesive for any prime q. For if q #/>*, then C a(p , f q) (q) is empty, and if q = p*, then C^p, t p , y (p*q') is empty, where q' is any prime different from p*. Therefore 3ft[p*2 is minimally cohesive.
Conversely, suppose that 38 is any minimally cohesive basic set. It is sufficient to show that the primitive pairs (/>*, q) are in 3ft for some fixed prime p* and every prime q in P.
By Lemma ?>,38<£JZ. Set 38\ is a basic subset of Jl, and we assert that 38\ is not cohesive. 
